Statistical models of tumour onset and growth for modern breast cancer screening cohorts.
Historically, multi-state Markov models have been used to study breast cancer incidence and mammography screening effectiveness. In recent years, more biologically motivated continuous tumour growth models have emerged as alternatives. However, a number of challenges remain for these models to make use of the wealth of information available in large mammography cohort data. In particular, methodology is needed to address random left truncation and individual, asynchronous screening. We present a comprehensive continuous random effects model for the natural history of breast cancer. It models the unobservable processes of tumour onset, tumour growth, screening sensitivity, and symptomatic detection. We show how the unknown model parameter values can be jointly estimated using a prospective cohort with diagnostic data on age and tumour size at diagnosis, and individual screening histories. We also present a microsimulation study calibrated to population breast cancer incidence data, and to data on mode of detection and tumour size. We highlight the importance of adjusting for random left truncation, derive tumour doubling time distributions for screen-detected and interval cancers, and present results concerning the relationship between tumour presence time and age at diagnosis.